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Description Description Jayco Jay Flight 34RSBS travel trailer highlights: Theater Seats Rear
Sofa Fireplace Dual Entry Bath Queen Simmons Mattress Can you picture yourself
relaxing in the rear living area in this Jay Flight 34RSBS travel trailer? This model
is perfect for a couple that enjoys plenty of space to invite other camper friends
over or even the grandkids for a weekend away. The front master bedroom
features a closet, and a second entry into the bathroom. The main living and
kitchen area includes dual slide outs for more floor space, theater seats , and
additional furniture that will provide extra sleeping space for the overnight guests.
You will love watching the big game or a show while staying warm from the
fireplace . Stop picturing yourself, and start camping in this Jay Flight! With any
Jayco Jay Flight travel trailer you will get solid construction from the fully
integrated A-frame , the l-class cambered structural steel l-beams, and the
Magnum Truss roof system with seamless DiFlex II material. The 30" x 72" main
entrance door, the entrance and baggage doors are all keyed alike, and the radial
tires offer safety and security you will want every where you travel and setup. It's
time to find out what else the Jay Flight has to offer that you can't travel without.
Choose your favorite model today! Sleeps Slideouts
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2018 Jayco JAY FLIGHT 34RSBS $18,900
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Basic information Year: 2018
Stock Number: 103-CT31329
VIN Number: 1UJBJ0BT8J1T20451
Condition: Pre-Owned

Item address 1400 Northridge Circle, 50009, Altoona, Iowa, United States
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2018 Jayco JAY FLIGHT 34RSBS $18,900
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